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Welcome 
to Burlington 
English Schools 

We are global leaders in English language teaching 

and learning solutions with millions of happy 

learners and thousands of motivated teachers.

We are excited to announce a comprehensive 

portfolio of English language teaching and learning 

resources specially designed for Indian schools.

40
Years

Over

100K
Educators

Over

40
Countries

More than

3.5M
Learners

More than
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The Burlington 
English  
Advantage

World-Class
English 
Content 

Aligned to NEP 2020 and CEFR, the learning 

resources include a variety of activities directed 

towards expanding literary knowledge, honing

21st century skills and fostering growth mindset.

Enhanced 
Learner
Engagement

Rich digital content supports multi-modal learning 

with 3D animations, movies, documentary videos, 

story-based animations, songs, lessons with 

read-along, word lists, audio, infographics, 

interactive exercises and activities with instant 

feedback, and much more.

Web-Based
Platform

ATAWAD

Easy access via our single sign-on

Ease of communication

Improved LMS with comprehensive progress
reports and monitoring

Toolbar for students and teachers

Continuous
Professional
Development
for Teachers

VTEST is used as a diagnostic tool followed by a 

bespoke intervention plan that includes access to 

suitable courses and tutor-led sessions to improve 

English proficiency. Interactive webinars

[4th Saturday, 4 p.m. series] and workshops for

English language teachers to improve their

everyday teaching are regularly conducted.

Patented 
Burlington English 
SpeechTrainer®

Backed by a decade of research and development 

by a large team of highly experienced researchers, 

engineers, linguists, phoneticians, and pedagogical 

experts, our SpeechTrainer® supports personalised 

pronunciation practice.



What can 
Burlington
English
do for your 
school?
Provides complete

coverage of the

English syllabus

Ensures

continuity

of education 

Hones 21st

century skills

Makes learning

fun and immersive

Supports

competency-based 

education

Exposure to the

works of a wide

range of Indian

and international

authors and poets

Calibre of 

English

Empowering

Educators

Growth

Mindset

Product Truths

BE a 
Winner!

Comprehensive
Product Training:

full product training,
Burlington

support helpline

Assessment &
Certification:
secure, reliable,
aligned to the CEFR

Parent Engagement: 
webinars and events to
involve parents in the
learning process  

World-Class Content: 
driven by sound
pedagogy and supported
by deep technology  

Branding
Collaboration:

strategic
alliance

Flexible Solutions:
digital, print-based,

or a combination
of the two

Learner Engagement: 
topics and multimedia 
content to delight 
Indian learners 

Teacher Support:
world-class teaching

materials, progress
trackers, teacher education
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The Burlington 
English  
Resources

21ST CENTURY
ENGLISH for 
Grades 1–8

Burlington 
English 
Grammar

Communication 
Skills Programme

Burlington 
Graded Readers
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Burlington English SpeechTrainer®

Personalised Pronunciation Practice
The SpeechTrainer® analyses students’ spoken English at the phoneme level and provides personalised training to correct

mispronunciations – all in real-time. With consistent use of the SpeechTrainer®, learners can effectively improve their pronunciation

and comprehensibility, and acquire the confidence needed to successfully communicate in English.

We support 11 Indian
languages.

Bengali

Gujarati

Hindi

Kannada

Odia

Punjabi

Tamil

Telugu

UrduMalayalam

Marathi
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Partner 
with Us

ATA W A D
Any Time  |  Any Where  |  Any Device

Burlington English
Schools Partnership
Programme

Unmatched customer service

and continuous support at every

step of the way.

Burlington English App is accessible 

on all devices including smartphones



Contact Us

www.burlingtonenglish.in

info@burlingtonenglish.in


